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Geobites is a new
grassroots #scicomm blog
where geoscientists write
about new research for a
broad audience.

Geobites is one of a family of "bites" sites, where
scientists write about new developments in their field for
a non-specialist audience. Geobites has three primary
purposes:

1.To keep the interested public–especially
undergraduates who might be interested in science
careers–up to date with new research,

2.To generate attention for new work that traditional
science media outlets might miss, and

3.To allow geoscientists to improve their science writing
skills, which will improve communication and trust
between scientists and the general public.
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What Caused the Flood that (Possibly)Gave
Rise to an Empire?
Featured image:The YellowRiver Breaches its Course byMa Yuan,Public Domain

Paper: Uraniumisotopic constraints on the nature of the prehistoricfloodat the Lajia
site, China
Authors: Le Li, Jun Chen,DavidWilliam Hedding,Yuanhe Fu,Maolin Ye,GaojunLi

A smallsand deposit mightholdthe key to dating the rise of Chinaʼsfirst dynasty.

Chinese legend holds that the leaders who worked to control a giant floodon the Yellow
River (knowninChinaas the Great Flood)also foundedthe Xia Dynasty–the first
centralizedstate inChinese history– about 4,000 years ago.Proving that the Great
Flood actually happenedwould lendweight to ancient historicalaccounts of the
foundingof the dynasty,but the evidence is still up for debate.

Some geologists argue that an earthquakecaused the Great Flood.The story goes that
the earthquake triggered landslidesthat dammed the YellowRiver until the damfinally
broke, releasing about 16cubic kilometers (fourmillionOlympic-sizedswimming pools)
of water virtuallyallat once.

Sediments thought to have been carried downriverby the outburstfloodhave been
found infissures—cracks in the groundcaused by the earthquake—atan ancient human
settlement that the earthquakedestroyed.Humanremains from the site have been
dated to about 3,900 years old.Proponents of the earthquake-causedGreat Flood
theory say that the sediment-filledfissures linkthe earthquake and the flood,thereby
givingus the birthdayof the centralizedChinese state.

But some of the evidence for the theory that the earthquakeandfloodare related is
controversial.Opponents argue that the timingof the earthquake (and therefore the
dates on the humanremains) canʼt be directly linkedto the floodbecause the sands in
the earthquake fissures mightnot be sediments froma giant flood.Instead, they say,
the sandmighthave justwashed down fromnearby gullies.

A new paper now argues that the sand in the earthquakefissures can be chemically
linkedto sources up the YellowRiver,providinga strong linkbetween the earthquake
and the Great Flood.

Le Li andcoauthorsused a new geochemical technique to test whether the sandcame
fromnearby gullies,or fromupstream in the YellowRiver.They measured the ratio of
two different isotopes of uranium(uranium-234to uranium-238)in the sand; this ratio
decreases with the time since the sediments were brokenoff fromrock andcan help
distinguishdifferent sources for the disputed,fissure-fillingsediment.

The isotopic ratios of the fissure sands closely match those foundinYellowRiver
sediment butnot those foundin local gullymaterial.The new results support the idea
that previously dated humanremains accurately reveal the timingof amassive flood,
and that the floodwas caused by the breakingof an earthquake-inducedlandslide
dam.

While the new study adds to the evidence that a giantflooddidoccur around4,000
years ago,the extent to which it contributed to the foundationof the Chinese nation-
state may be lost to history.
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research advance in
geoscience.
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